Introduction.
If (pu pi, ■ ■ ■ , pn) is a permutation of elements 1 to n, then (wi, 7r2, • • • , ir") with Wj = pj-j (mod n) is the corresponding difference form. Since pi+ • • ■ +£"=1+2+
• ■ • +«, it follows that7Ti+7r2+
• • ■ +ir" = 0 (mod n); hence the difference forms apart from order are partitions of kn, k = 0, 1, • • • ,n -\ with largest part » -1 and at most n parts. Marshall Hall [l] has shown that every such partition corresponds to at least one permutation.
Here it is shown that the number of these partitions is given by (1) Po.n = -Z *(»/<*) n d\n with summation over all divisors on n (including 1 and n) and <p(n) the Euler totient function.
A partition enumerator.
It is convenient to determine the enumerator for partitions with largest part i and at most n parts by use of a theorem of Pólya, as in [4] . Thus they are regarded as unordered arrangements on a line of elements each of which may have any of the values 0, 1, • • • , * (corresponding to a store enumerator l+x+ • • • +x') and with order equivalences for all operations of the symmetric group on n elements. Then, if P"(x, i) is the enumerator, by the theorem (1 -y)P(x, y) = (l-x^y)P(x, xy) it follows from (4) that
a result given by P. A. MacMahon [2, p. 5], who has also noticed [2, p. 66] the equivalent result, equation (2) . By (2a) 7>n(x, n -1) = Pn-i(x, n) ;
by (2) , this corresponds to the interesting identity
with Sk.i=l+xk+ • • • +xik. Notice also that from (2a), on evaluating the indeterminate form,
(2n -1\
P"(l, n -1) = I ^ \
Finally it may be noticed that the enumerator for compositions is obtained from the theorem as 
the result stated in the introduction. The P,," may all be expressed in terms of the Po.n-Thus for n = p, a prime, (14) Pi.P = Po,P -1, i= 1,2, ■ ■ ■ ,p -1.
For n = pq, p and q prime, For n = pk, (16) Pp/.pt = P0,p* -Po,p*-í+i, / < *.
Finally it may be noticed that the corresponding composition sums d,n (defined as in (10)) all have the common value (17) Ci,n -»*-\ since C"(a:^ w -1)=0, /<w and C"(l, n -l)=nn. Hence they are equinumerous with fully point-labeled rooted trees.
